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May 26, 1982
Dear Contract Staff Member:
We would like to invite you to attend a meeting of all B.G.S.U.
contract staff on Wednesday, June 9, from noon to 1:30 in the Community Suite of the University Union.
Over the years, we have all felt the need for a recognized,
representative group which could assess and express the needs and
concerns of all contract staff members here at B.G.s.u. Now, the
time seems appropriate to find out whether you have felt that need
as well.
We hope to see you at the meeting. If you cannot attend but
you are interested in becoming involved, please fill out the form
below and return it to one of us.
Sincerely,

Cary Brewer
Zola Buford
Greg .Deer ane
Kathy Hart
Becky McOmber

Nancy Miller
Judi Roller
Don Saleh
Duane Whitmire

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
I am interested.

Some of my main concerns
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ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF COUNCIL
1

1982-83

•

President's Office

'v * Jan ScottBey (1984)
Academic Affairs

·v* Cary Brewer (1986), CHAIR
Zola Buford (1986)
v Thomas Glick (1984)
V'Linda Hamilton (1984)
~"'Kat h1 een Hart ( 1985)
Joyce Kepke (1985)
/James Litwin (1986)
_
;\
Joan Morgan (1984)(19~5-~7-!-Yii.l
vJ ud i Ro11 er ( 1 985)
.
hhMarian Ronan (1985)~....-0 '1/ 1 1K3
~harles Schultz (1984)*yNonna Stickler (1986), SECRETARY
·~~ 19!'(

V*

Business Operations
*VSusan Caldwell (1986)·
Charles Codding (1984)
James Corbitt (1985),_ ~l'fCt
v'Robert Hayward (1984}-tv 118S
*~~(Joseph Martini (1986), CHAIR-ELECT
/.}~--v.; P~ (r~8t~-)

Student Affairs
vi"erry Appolonia (1984)
Bob Arrowsmith (1985)
.vWayne Colvin (1985)
*VGregg DeCrane ( 1986)
vKaren DeRosa (1984)
vOerek Dickinson (1986)
VRichard Lenhart (1986)
VJanice Lloyd-Sladky (1985) .
. ,/.fJ~ ~!:J'/513'
vJames Treeger (1984)( ~~,rrt
'/

/Jq F--(11!1-

~~L-V/-

Uni\{ersity Relations
·vpatrick Fitzgerald (1986)
~oan Gordon (1984)
*Larry Weiss (1985)
YDeborah Weiser (1985)

Numbers in parenthesis indicate the year in which term of office is completed.
* Members of the Executive Committee

...
JOE MARTINI
I
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RE:

.I

Rules and Procedures
Personnel Steering Committee

Although not necessarily applicable, I thought
you might be interested in reading the attached
information.
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RULES AND J'ROCEI>lJRES

~a.-.---~

As stated in the March 6, 1979 (first meeting), the Personnel Steering Committee
has been created to provide for direct chnnncls of communication between classified employees and the Personnel Support Services area. The committee will:
1) serve as a sounding board for the discussion of policies, procedures, benefits, and services affecting classified staff;
'

Z) provide an avenue of input from classified staff to the Di•
rector of Personnel Support Services involving matters of concern related to their employment.at BGSU;
3) provide University officials with an effective method for soliciting and disseminating information about plans, policies,
and concerns affecting classified staff employees;
4) follow through on the charge of the committee as a working
group providing Personnel and University officials with as- .
ststance in addressing matters of concern or of interest to
classified employees.
Membership
1. Membership in the Personnel Steering Committee is designed to represent, to the
greatest extent possible, a cross-section of classified employees at Bowling Green
State University. The committee consists of 13* full-time employees representing
the various organizational areas of the University in the following proportions:
a. Members from Operations Area - 6, including at least one from
custodial and one from food service.
b. Members from Academic Area - S.
c. Member from Development and Alumni Affairs - 1.
d. Member from Public Relations and President's Office- 1.
Advisory members will include the Director of Personnel Support Services, the P·ersonnel Planning Manager, and the Employee Relations Advisor. They will be nonvoting members.
2. All permanent, full-time classified employees (~LOYED AT THE UNIVERSITY BEYOND
THE INITIAL PROBATIONARY PERIOD) are eligible for election to membership on the PSC.
3. Replacement of members will be by nominatS.on to the Personnel Steering Committee.
Vacancies will be announced to all classifi~d employees and nominations accepted according--to- the membership structure describcd_abov_e... REPLAC~ ANNOUNCEt-lENTS VILL
INCLUDE A LIST OF CONTINUING MEMBERS, THEIR WORK AREAS, AND THE MEMBERSHIP GUIDELINES. Each employee wishing to be considered for a position on the PSC will submit
in writing or verbally to the chair. his/her reasons for wanting to become a member.
Using that information, the PSC members "~11 select its replacements. If no nominations are received for the vacant positions on the committee, the following procedures will be used:
1. A member whose term is endtna may

rcnomi~te

himself/herself;

ional members may be appointed according to 113 under Membership.
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Pcrso~nel St<.·cring ConunHtcc
Rules and Procedures ·
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2. The PSC will ask the appropriate Vice President to recommend three
employees from the area for each of the vacancies; the .. Vice President will also be asked to give reasons for his/her recommendations;
the PSC will then select the new member(s) from the recommendations.
4.

~embers

of the original committee (those appointed to the PSC in March 1979) will
The newer members (those selected between
March 1979 and April 1981) will serve on the PSC until September 1982. Replacements
will be appointed according to the membership structure and replacement process outlined above.
se~e on the PSC through September 1981.

;

l

t

!\

5.· The term of office for all new members will be two years.

\

6, Vacancies occurring during the term of .office of employee members of the PSC will
be filled by the employee from the same organizational area (Operations, Acad~ic,
Alumni and Development, or Public Relations/President's Office) named as second
choice by the PSC in its most recent replacement appointment for that vacancy.
7. PSC appointments will normally be made in !-fay.
8. Terms of service on the PSC will begin in September.
9. Transfer of an employee from one area to another will not affect his/her unexpired
term on the PSC.
10. An employee-s membership on the PSC will be automatically terminated after three
consecutive absences from regular PSC meetings, except in unusual circumstances
(e.g., leave of absence, excused illness, conflict with work schedule).

!

11. All members shall have full and equal participato~y rights _on the couunittee including but not limited to: the right to vote on all matters presented to the committee.
12. If, as a result of the process outlined above, for membership appointment, a representative cross-section of classified employees is not selected, the Director of
Personnel-Suppor-t Services will ..appoint. additi-Onal-members-to .prov:id.e. .f_or that representation subject to PSC endorsement. Criteria to be used in determining a representative cross~section will be: race, sex, and classification.

..

i

13. There ·will 'he ·no ·alternates for-· members--on ~he· COIIJmit-tee~ ~
Committee Officers
l. The Personnel Steering Committee officers will consist of a chair, vice chair,
and RECORDING secretary. THESE OFFICERS AND THE PERSONNEL PLANNING MANAGER WILL
COMPRISE A PLANNING COMMITTEE.
2. The chair, vice..-chatr, AND RECORDING SECRETARY ~ill normally serve a one ....year term
in these offices.

•

Personnel Steering Committee
Rules and Procedures
Page 3

3. The chair will perform duties normally associated with that office including, but
n~t limited toz conducting meetings of the Personnel Steering Committee, representing· the Personnel Steering Committee whenever necessary or appropriate, and forwarding
recpmmendations of the PSC to the Director of Personnel Support Services.
4 •. The .\rice~hair wi'll assi"st the chair as necessary and conduct meetings in the chair's
absence.

5. The vice~hair automatically becomes the chair whenever that office is vacated or
after the chair completes his/her term of office.
6. The vice~chair AND RECORDING SECRETARY will be elected by the members in OCTOBER.OR
NOVEMBER of each year. The vice..-chair "•ill be a member in his/ber first year of the
commi'ttee.

7. An advisory member from Personnel Support Services (rERSONNEL PLANNING MANAGER) will
serve as a secretary of the PSC. The secretary will gather information for the agenda;
prepare and distribute the agenda; prepare and distribute minutes for each business
meeting; and provide assistance to the chair and the committee as requested. THE RECORDING SECRETARY· WILL ASSIST THE PERSONNEL PLANNING MANAGER IN PREPARING AND DISTRIB·
UTING THE MINUTES OF EACH MEETING.
Meetings and Procedures
1. The Personnel Steering Committee will meet in regular se~sion.-once a month. A regular meeting date and time will be established each year in September taking into consideration tbe schedules of all members.

2. Members who are unable to attend a regularly scheduled meeting should notify the
CHAIR OF THE PERSONNEL STEERING CCl-IMITTEE at least tlo10 days before the meeting, EXCEPT IN UNUSUAL CIRCUMSTANCES.
3. Members should submit agenda items to the CHAIR OF THE PERSONNEL STEERING COMMITTEE
AT LEAST ONE WEEK IN ADVANCE OF THE REGULARLY SCHEDULED MEETING. 'lliE CHAIR, IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE PLANNING CO.'iMITTEE, \ULL C'.ATHER INFORMATION FOR THE AGENDA, AND WILL ASSIST THE PERSONNEL PLANNING MANAGER IN TUE PRE.rARATION AND DISTRIBUTION OF THE AGENDA.
4. Meetings wi·ll-be open FOR ONE OF THE TWO RECtJI.AA,LY SCHEDULED HOURS, THE PERSONNEL
STEERING COMMITTEE WILL f-lEET IN CLOSED SESSION THE FIRST HOUR AND CONDUCT OPEN MEETINGS THE SECOND HOUR. GUESTS MAY BE INVITED TO DISCUSS A SPECIFIC TOPIC.

..

5. A quorwn for holding a meeting and ccmductins business shall be 2/3 of the voting

memb-ersbip-(9--of 13).

·

6~ Matters ..requiring a vote will be carrie-d by majority rule (.except amendments to the
Rules and Procedures, see #10.) Voting by committee membership wi11 be by voice except when voting by ballot is ~eemed necc~sary by the chair.

7. Sub-committees may be appointed when necessary to facilitate the business of the
committee. Sub~ommitteea shall report to the whole committee at the business meetings
prior to taki~ any official action. At tho end of each monthly meeting, the chair
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Personnel Steering Committee
Rules and Procedure~
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will review the accomplishments of the meet inr. and appoint sub....committees to t•· kc care
of any unfinished business, if appropriate. STANDING SUB-CO}WITTEES WILL N0~1~LLY BE
APPOINTED AT THE OCTOBER OR NOVEMBER MEETING FOR THE DURATION OF SUB-cOMMITTEE WORK.

8. !Minutes and agendas will be sent each month to all members, advisors, the Vice
President for Operations, the Center for Archival Collections, THE PRESIDENT, AND
THE EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT OF THE UNIVERSITY.
9. Action taken by the committee will be in the form of a recommendation to the Director of Personnel Support Services.
10. Amendments to the Rules and Procedures of the Personnel Steering Committee will be
made only at a regular or special meeting of the PSC and with concurrence by three-

fourths of the membership (10).

..

APPROVED B.Y PERSONNEL STEERING Cat-IMITTEE, .\rril 10, 1981

.

REVISED BY PERSONNEL STEERING CO.'IMlTTEE, Ncwember 19, 1981

TENTATIVE SCHEDULE
ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF COUNCIL
Presentation of Charter

September 30
'

October 4 (5:00 p.m.)

Final Date for formal comments on the Charter

October 7

Mail to membership copies of the charter for
vote - either accept·~or reject

October 20 (5:00p.m.)

Ballots DUE

IF ACCEPTED
October 21

Mail list of members for nomination

November 3 (5:00 p.m.)

Nominations Due

November 4

Count and Compose nomination list for election

November 10

Mail Ballots

November 22 (5:00 p.m.)

Ballots Due

November 23

Count Ballots

November 24

Announce Results and Publish in Monitor

q
PROFESSIONAL ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF MINUTES
June 9, 1982

A

f!.a.Lt ~.J

~~~-t-7V

Sixty-seven individuals attended the first general meeting of
professional administrative staff at the university held at 12:00 noon
on June 9, 1982, in the Community Suite of the University Union.
Welcome and Introduction
Judi Roller and Don Saleh welcomed those attending and introduced
the concept of developing an organizational structure for the professional administrative staff on campus.
Purpose
Cary Bre~er served as spokesperson for the nine individuals who
developed the format for this initial meeting. He summarized the purpose in the following manner.
wnile the idea of representation for contract staff is not
a new idea, the implementation of such an idea is.
l1any individually perceived purposes and goals exist for
a group such as this to pursue, but I would suggest that we
share a coEmon goal. The goal I speak of is a voice for contract
staff in t~e issues at the University that affect our lives and
our careers. We believe this to be a common bond of purpose.
Several recent events have precipitated the formation of
this group and this meeting: first, the publication of the
Revised Financial Exigency Report approved by Faculty Senate
and particularly the reference to procedures to be used to
terminate non-academic personnel; second, an implied interest
expressed by President Elect Olscamp in dealing with representive
groups of the University Community; and finally, the longheld
goal that contract staff be recognized as essential and professional ~e:nbers of the University Community.
Again, although numerous issues could be addressed by this
group, it is our wish that the group set as its initial goal
to becqDe a viable, recognized professional voice of contract
staff ne~ers at Bowling Green State University.
It is also our hope that in a positive and professional
manner, this group will indicate to President Elect Olscamp and
the university Community that contract staff members wish to be
afforded the opportunity for consultation and participation in
the developnent of any plans (exigency, governance) or issues that
affect their lives and careers.

Page 2

In s~rization, I would remind each of you that the Faculty
as a group have a r~cognized voice in university governance - the
Faculty Senate. Classified employees as a group have a recognized
voice ia the Personnel Steering Committee. The contract staff
as a group have no recognized voice.
This grou~ offers the opportunity to build a recognized
pro£essio2al forum to address and discuss issues that concern
contract staff, assess and express needs and concerns of contract
staff, and present clearly the views of contract staff.
Discussion of

~urpose

At this point, questions were raised concerning the need for forming
an organization of professional administrative staff. Some-of these
questions are:
Are channels of communication currently available?
Is the organizational intent based upon collegiality?
Do other institutions have groups of a similar nature?
What is the defiPition of "contract staff"?
Would such a group provide a vehicle for communication?
Ca~ this group serve as a sounding board identifying the needs of
the professional administrative staff?

Discussion of these questions, as well as others, led to a general agreement that establishnent of such a group should result in a positive,
constructi7e 2echanism by which the interests of contract staff can be
expressed.
The fcllo-..oingnotion was introduced by Linda Ogden and passed
unanimously.
:Recognizing the need to establish a representative group
to serve as an advocate of contract staff interests and concerns,
I ~ove that: an ad hoc committee be established to explore and
propose -an ongoing organizational structure through which this
purpose can be fulfilled.
Discus~ion

of Tenporarv Structure

Regarding the forwulation of the ad hoc committee; it was pointed· out
that equitahle representation from the three broad areas of academic support services, operations, and student services should be achieved.

ID

Page 3
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The timetable listed below was adopted:
Nominations to Gregg DeCrane
Ballots prepared and distributed
Ballots returned to Becky McOmber
General meeting with the elected Ad Hoc Comm.
Development of formal organizational structure by
the Ad Hoc Comm.

by
by
by
by

June
June
July
July

16
24
7
15

by Sept 15

Conclusion
At the conclusion of the meeting, it was moved and unanimously approved
by those attending that both Dr. Ferrari and Dr. Olscamp should be informed
of the proceedings of this meeting. Cary Brewer, Zola Buford, Gregg DeCrane,
Kathy Hart, Becky McOmber, Nancy Miller, Judi Roller, Don Saleh, and Duane
Whitmire accepted the responsibility for this communication.
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Cary brewer 9 Zola Bu:oru, Suz~nne Crawford, Tom Glick, Jill Carr,
rtuss i'l1cis1.er, Joe 1\~<:l..::'tini

Brewer, Chair~a~, su~~es~ed the following aganda items for this
the purpose of t~e SteerinG Gommittee; future meeting dates;
r;,ethod. of corr.wunica tion; and similar
'-' -tJ ._ ....""viG~0 9 n'?i1e }"'orgotter. . }~ar•••• ";
~·:·:::; .....~io at ot::er universities.
v~TJ
~o~:-n~:

-

0

()

• v.
··'

~~

~'--·

't' :

~

0~

t~e

Steering

Commi~Lea

:~a rna::: purpose of this group is the preparation of a statement of
·!\I
..,f 0
~afirJ.i tior"" of :7.0:':i~O'-.!r3fl'ip, a.:n
e:ection process for ar!. execuc-~~~~tee 9 meeting sched.u:cs, and so on to be presented to all mem-

•• ~

~~c hd~inistrative Staff Council for approval on/or around Septem-

:..).
~~atin~s of this small group snou~~ bb ~c~eduled with the iaea of
•~.;:h:·:;i:;.gs of tte er.tir<=~ memoer:.>rii) of t::e Ac:.ministrative Staff
··-· ~entative dates incl~Je the we~k o~ A~gust 24 ·a~d a ~ay near
.7J~~d 3aptember 15.
C~ry jrcwer ~3kC~ ~UZaLne C~awfor~ for Delp in
.• cL .•. .::::1. tir.g to all members
tne date and. information for a meeting dur.:: .:•

::noet this Augusr, 2 1+ sci:e.ml,~, :.. t W<>.& st.:cggested. that "work" could.
;,.,,·. - •. '·'. u.dv ;,.uwng the rline members o:;.' t:a~ ~tee:ring Co;;nni ttee with a ~~econd
:-:t • .1 ;-;. -- of ti1e full Steering Comrni ttGe to be scned.u.led in the Union b. t
., : ) ~ r .... 9 C'uesday, July 27. 1':-.is ;;-,ee 'Ving is particularly importar. t to
:. r.11l1ze ~he activity for the next six to seven weeks, especially conSlaer:~c the vacation schedules of t~e group.
'• .::>

c. . r;v ~~rawer ex,lair.ed -che artic::c er.ti-vlt~d "The Porgotten Man ••• "
a. ...l r~o .. ed it is an excellent su:nmary of a stud.y on the participation of
~Lmi~i~trative

staffs at other caucational i~stitutions.

r: ....... ·t~:.. lc.:~,tion

-·--

-~ trtA are& of communicat~on, Beveral mernters stressed the importance
~- ~0·l~:n~ tne entire membership infor~aa. To this e~d, Jill Carr presc:. ~8G. a ro1;gh draft of an article to be incluci0d in Tne ]'.1oni tor. Jill
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asked that suggested changes be given to her in the next day or so.
Administrative Staffs at other universities
Although time was limited, there was some discussion concerning similar admihistrative staff groups at other institutions.
Kent State and Miami University have no such groups.
Ohio State has.no similar group. However, there are various
levels of administrative staff.
Ohio University does have three senates--Administrative, Faculty,
and Student. The Administrative Senate is composed of 16 senators, mostly organized by buildings, and four at-large delegates,
with an elected chairperson with released time. The Vice President of Development is an ex officio member through which the
Administrative Senate works. No special space is provided for
this group. Four or five members compose the executive committee
who are elected by 20 senators. There are no open meetingH.
Next Meeting
The next meeting is schedule at 7:30 a.m. on Tuesday, July 27, 1982,
in the University Union.
The meeting was adjourned at

8:45

a.m.
Submitted,

Joe Martini

It
ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF COUNCIL
AGENDA
7/27/82
7:30-9:00 a.m.

1.

Minutes

2.

Old Business
a. general
~ ·1CI1jlfi"'J .
b. future meetings
17, & 24@ 7:30
1) weekly - each Tuesday - August 3,
Union?
2) discussion - location
c. budget requests flJ,m, 11~

'Io,

:0.

3.

New Business
a •. division of subgroups
1) document preparation
2) future meetings, communications, and ballot/voting
3) review of literature and assimilation of information received.

4.

Group preparation of document - Jim Litwin

5.

Discussion of Group Heeting of ACS
a. presentation
b. mailing and information

I

I
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Steering Committee for the Administrative Staff Council
Minutes
,Tu ly 27, 1982

Present:

Cary Brewer, Zola Buford, Suzanne Crawford, Tom Glick,
Russ Meister, Norma Stickler, Joe Martini

Absent:

Jill Carr

Cary Brewer suggested the following agenda for this meetings
l.

Minutes

2.

Old Business
a. general
b. future meetings
1) weekly-each Tuesday-August 3, 10, 17
2) discussion-location-Union?

& 24@ 7:30

3·

New Business
a. division of subgroups
1) document preparation
2 ) future meetings, communications, and ballot/voting
3 ) review of literature and assimilation of information
received
b. dtscussion, questions

4.

Group preparation of document-Jim Litwin

5.

Discussion of Group Meeting of ACS
a.
presentation
b. mailing and information

Minutes
The minutes from the July 21 meeting were read and approved as
prepared.
Old Business
l.
Zola Buford mentioned that she had received feedback concerning
the title used by the group. It was felt that this title may seem not to
include those in the technical or science areas. A suggestion was made
that this whole area of membership be included in a written document to
be submitted to the entire membership.
2. Future meetings for the Steering Committee are scheduled every
Tuesday at 7:30 a.m.-Aueust3, 10, 17, 24. Use of the Faculty Senate Office
was discussed as a possible meeting location. Cary brewer checked with

lb

.

... _,
Dr. Ron Stoner after the meeting and was given approval to use the
Faculty Senate Office for the August meetings.

3. Norma Stickler would check with Dr. Richard Eakin about a small
expense budget for Xeroxing and related communication costs.

4.

Jill Carr had submitted information to Linda Swaigood for an
article in the next Monitor. A copy of that article is attached.
New Business
Cary Brewer suggested that the committee divide into subgroups:
Preparation of written document-Jill Carr, Tom Glick, Norma Stickler*
Meetings (in particular, those of the full membership)-Sue Crawford,
Russ Meister
Review of literature-Jim Litwin, Zola Buford
* A suggestion was made that the final document be reviewed by
an attorney •
ASC Worksheet
Jim Litwin suggested that a few minutes completing the attached worksheet would be an excellent beginning in the preparation of a written
working document. After spending some time on this worksheet, the members of the Steering Committee discussed the various topics listed in the
outline. The completed forms were given to Norma Stickler.
The meeting was adjourned at 8:45 a.m.

.

·.
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Steering Committee of the Administrative Staff Council
Minutes
August

3, 1982

Present:

Cary Brewer, Jill Carr, Jim Litwin, Norma Stickler, Sue Crawford, Joe Martini

Absent:

Zola Buford, Tom Glick, Russ Meister

Minutes
The minutes from the July 27, 1982 meeting were read and accepted as
read.
Ferrari Award
Cary Brewer explained that Dr. Ron Stoner, Chair, Faculty Senate,
has asked that the newly-formed Administrative Staff Council take on the
task of outlining the criteria for this new award. The members present
agreed this was an appropriate task for this new committee. A brief discussion took place with no final recommendation about the way in which
to proceed.
This matter will be considered at another meeting.
Dr. Ron Stoner, Chair, Faculty Senate
Cary Brewer mentioned that Dr. Ron Stoner offered the use of the
Faculty Senate offices for our meetings. He suggested that Dr. Stoner
be invited to meet with the "Steering Committee". All agreed that he
should be included in a future meeting of this group.
That date is to be determined as the work of the Steering Committee
progresses.
Draft of the Charter
Norma Stickler distributed an initial "rough" draft of items to be
included in a charter for the Administrative Staff Council.
Most of the discussion on this proposal centered around 11 Section IIIJI[embership" ••• i.e. defining who is included under the title of Administrative Staff and determining the exact wording of this section.
Norma Stickler mentioned that there was a listing (prepared in midApril) of those considered as Administrative Staff. Although four months
old, a total of 263 persons are listed as follows:

I~

104*
51

37
71

Adademic Affairs
Husiness Operations
Public Relations
Student Affairs

263
*This figure does not include those in Computational Services
who have recently changed to contract from classified.
There was also some discussion about the number of representatives
from each area (elected and at-large).
Jim Litwin mentioned that he had obtained copies of various "charters" of other organizational groups. He indicated that these materials
might be useful in the preparation of our final document.
Finally, Cary Brewer suggested that the topic of the charter for the
A dministrative Staff Council be considered at the next meeting on
August 10.
The meeting was adjourned at 9 a.m.

ICJ

MEMBERSHIP MEETING
ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF COUNCIL
ALUMNI ROOM
SEPTEMBER 30, 1982
Presentation of the Charter

Noon - Introduction and Welcome - CB
12:05 - Section I - Jill Carr
12:15 - Section II - Jim Litwin
12:30 - Section III - Norma Stickler
12:45 - Section IV - Zola Buford
12:55 - Section V - Joe Martini
1:00 - Section IV
.. .
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1:05 - Closing Remarks - Cary Brewer

-

..

October 12, 1982

MEMORANDUM
All Bowling Green State University
Contract Staff Employees ~

TO:
FROM:

Cary Brewer, Chair f~
Administrative Staf~tJlring Committee

RE:

Administrative Staff Charter

Attached please find a copy of the Administrative Staff charter. After
comments made at the general membership meeting on September 30, 1982,
as well as those written comments submitted to the Administrative Staff Steering
Committee, the Steering Committee has made final revisions to the Charter and
now agrees that the charter be forwarded to you for a vote of acceptance or
rejection.
r~viewing

During the past several weeks, the Administrative Staff Steering Committee
has reviewed both the written and verbal comments that have been submitted by the
membership. Many of these ideas have been included in the charter. In addition,
the Steering Committee has solicited comments on the proposed charter from many
individuals within the campus community--including Dr. Ron Stoner, Chair of the
Faculty Senate and Dr. Paul Olscamp, University President.
While each of you might suggest further revision to this document, it is the
Steering Committee's opinion that the document can serve as the foundation for
the Administrative Staff Council. It provides a method of election for the
Council as well as future revisions. It is our opinion that "time is of the
essence" and a council must be elected to deal with the many important issues
facing contract staff employees at Bowling Green State University. The Administrative Staff Steering Committee is unanimous in urging you to vote your acceptance
of this document.
Please sign and return the enclosed ballot to Mr. Joseph Martini, Office of the
Bursar, by October 20, 1982. I am hopeful that you will give this matter your
immediate attention so that an idea that has budded may reach fruition in the near
future.
sal
Enclosure
cc:

Administrative Staff Steering Committee
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ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF COUNCIL
1982-83
President's Office
* Jan ScottBey (1984)
Academic Affairs
*Cary Brewer (1986), CHAIR
* Zola Buford (1986)
Thomas Glick (1984)
Linda Hamilton (1984)
Kathleen Hart (1985)
Joyce Kepke (1985)
James Litwin (1986)
Joan Morgan (1984)
Judi Roller (1985)
Marian Ronan (1985)
Charles Schultz (1984)* Norma Stickler (1986), SECRETARY
Business Operations
*Susan Caldwell (1986)
Charles Codding (1984)
James Corbitt (1985)
Robert Hayward (1984)
* Joseph Martini (1986), CHAIR-ELECT
Student Affairs
Terry Appolonia (1984)
Bob Arrowsmith (1985)
Wayne Colvin (1985)
* Gregg DeCrane (1986)
Karen DeRosa (1984)
Derek Dickinson (1986)
Richard Lenhart (1986)
Janice Lloyd-Sladky (1985)
James Treeger (1984)
University Relations
Patrick Fitzgerald (1986)
Joan Gordon (1984)
*Larry Weiss (1985)
Deborah Weiser (1985)

Numbers in parenthesis indicate the year in which term of office is completed.
* Members of the Executive Committee

ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF COUNCIL
1982-83

* Jan ScottBey (1984)
* Cary Brewer {1986), CHAIR
* Zola Buford {1986)

Ann Bowers (1984)
Thomas Glick (1984)
Linda Hamilton (1984)
Kathleen Hart {1985)
Joyce Kepke {1985)
James Litwin (1986)
Joan Morgan (1985)
Judi Roller {1985)
Charles Schultz {1984)
* Norma Stickler (1986), SECRETARY
Charles Codding (1984)
James Corbitt (1985)
Robert Hayward (1984)
* Joseph Martini (1986), CHAIR-ELECT
Terry Appolonia {1984)
Bob Arrowsmith {1985)
Wayne Colvin (1985)
* Gregg DeCrane (1986)
Karen DeRosa {1984)
Derek Dickinson (lif86)
Richard Lenhart (1986)
Janice Lloyd-Sladky (1985)
Patrick Fitzgerald (1986)
Joan Gordon {1984)
* Larry Weiss {1985)
Deborah Weiser (1985)

Affirmative Action and
Handicapped Services
Registrar•s Office
Registrar•s Office
Archival Collections, Library
Admissions Office
V.P. Planning and Budgeting
English Department
- Continuing Education
Institutional Studies
Center for Educational Options
Registrar•s Office
Computer Services
V.P. Academic Affairs
Physical Plant
Food Services
Physical Plant
Bursar
Residence Life
V.P. Student Affairs
Residence Life
New Student Programs
Recreational Cen~er
~ Standards &Pro~~dures
Student Activities
Student Health Center
WBGU-TV
WBGU-TV
Alumni and Development
Public Relations

Numbers in parenthesis indicate the year in which term of office is completed.

* Members of the Executive Committee

CHARTER
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF COUNCTI..
SECTION I - N arne and Representation
All Bowling Green State University administrative, technical, and research personnel
having a full-time or continuing part-time Staff Contract shall be defined as
Administrative Staff and shall be represented by the Administrative Staff Council.

SECTION

n- Purpose

of the Administrative Staff Council

The purpose of the Administrative Staff Council shall be to represent administrative
staff members by promoting their general welfare, seeking professional development
opportunities, maintaining communication among staff members, and reviewing,
initiating, and making recommendations on institutional policies.

SECTION

m- Membership of

the Administrative Staff Council

All administrative staff, as defined above, shall be eligible to vote and hold offices.
The membership of the Administrative Staff Council shall be composed of ten
percent of the full membership and shall be determined through election by the
administrative staff members. The Administrative Staff Council shall be selected
from each of the Vice Presidential areas of the University. Administrative Staff not
reporting to a Vice President shall constitute a separate group that shall be
proportionately represented on the Council. The number of members from each area
shall be proportional to the number of administrative staff in that area. Council
members shall be elected by the members of their designated area. Each area shall
be represented by at least one Council member. The apportionment shall be assessed
yearly by the Executive Committee. Membership on Administrative Staff Council
shall be for three year terms, with one-third of the membership being elected each
year. Members may not hold consecutive three-year terms.
Upon the recommendation of the Executive Committee and upon ratification by a
two-thirds vote of the Administrative Staff Council, a maximum of three additional
non-voting ex officio seats may be established.

SECTION IV- Officers and Committees
Officers. Officers of Administrative Staff Council shall be a Chair, a Chair-Elect,
and a Secretary. Officers shall be elected each year by all members of the
administrative staff. Initial nominations for officers shall be made by the Executive
Committee and additional nominations may be made by the full membership. The
Chair and Secretary shall serve one-year terms; the Chair-Elect shall serve one year
as Chair-Elect and the next year as Chair. The term of office on the administrative
staff council shall be extended appropriately for any member elected Chair Elect.
Officers may be removed from office by a two-thirds vote of the full membershi:::>.

Duties of the Officers:
The Chair shall preside at all meetings, and the Chair (or designate) shall represent
the administrative staff to all appropriate bodies and individuals.
The Chair-Elect shall assume all responsibilities of the Chair in case of the Chair's
absence or resignation, shall assume the role of Chair at the end of the Chair's term
of office, and shall maintain the budget of the Administrative Staff Council.
The Secretary shall maintain a record of all meetings, assist with correspondence,
record attendance, and maintain election eligibility and voting records. The
secretary shall assure that the administrative staff is informed of all proceedings of
the Administrative Staff Council and of the Executive Committee.
The officers of the Administrative Staff Council shall summarize the activities of the
Council in an annual report to all members of the administrative staff at the
conclusion of each fiscal year.
Committees:
1.
Executive Committee. The Executive Committee shall be composed of the
Chair, the Chair-Elect, the Secretary and one representative from each
designated area, elected from the Administrative Staff Council by the full
administrative staff membership.
2.

Other Committees. Committees shall be appointed by the Administrative Staff
Council as the need arises.

SECTION V - Meetings
Meetings of the Administrative Staff Council and the Executive Committee shall be
held on a regular basis. A meeting of the entire administrative staff shall be called
by the Executive Committee at least once a year. Special meetings of the full
administrative staff may be called upon the request of ten percent of the full
membership of the administrative staff or by a majority of the members of the
Administrative Staff Council. The Secretary shall provide due notification of all
meetings.

SECTION VI- Authorities and Amendments
The Council shall be governed by this Charter, the Bylaws, and other policies and
procedures as subsequently approved or amended.
This Charter may be amended by a majority of those voting from the full
administrative staff provided that a copy of the amendment has been distributed to
the full membership at least 30 days prior to the vote.

CONTRACT STAFF MEETING
Agenda
1.

Welcome and Introduction

2.

a.

Purpose and need

b.

Discussion

a.

Temporary Structure

b.

Discussion

3.

Use the bottom half of this page to provide any items that you
feel are important and were not covered at the meeting. Also use
this space to nominate people for the Steering Committee.
Please forward to:
Gregg DeCrane
New Student Programs
405 Student Services

December 13, 1982
MEMORANDUM
TO:

Administrative Staff

RE:

Election Results - Administrative Staff Council

The following persons have been elected to serve on the Administrative Staff
Council:
3 Years

1 Year

2 Years

-0.~~ ~~e~_)
~·-":..-

President's Office (1)
Ca:ry_ _BI~~er

Academic Affairs (12)
_ _ &_

"

(§.:!.'!.:B~t o!-_0

,.,._~--

Jim· ti twin -Norma Stickler-""
·--- :-.......

..---

Business Operations (5)

Susan
...___,. Caldwell)
- .-·
Joseph-Martini /

Student Affairs (9)

(Greg DeCrane '·y~
Derek Dickinson /
Richard Lenhart ~

~-

..........

Kathleen Hart ....Joy~~-~)~:~pke _,
Judi Roller /
Marian Ronan

Tom Glick/'
Linda Hamilton
Joan Morgan . . . .
Charles Schultz

James Corbitt "'

Charles Codding '
Robert Hayward ....-

'\

University Relations (4) Patrick Fitzgerald/

Robert Arrowsmith- Terry Appolonia /
Wayne Colvin
Karen DeRosa -Janice Lloyd-Sladky -Ja~2s ~reeget
~=--

~Y_¥~is~

~~"9

/1

joi'UJoN

Joan Gordon/-

Deborah Weiser.--According to the Charter, the next step in this process will be to elect the
8-member Executive Committee of the Administrative Staff Council. To initiate
this process, ALL NEWLY ELECTED MEMBERS OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF COUNCIL will
meet on Friday, December 17, 1982 from 12 noon to 1:15 p.m. in the Campus Suite,
University Union. The agenda for the meeting will be:
1)

Nomination of candidates for election to the following positions:
Chair
Chair-Elect
Secretary
Representatives from each of the 5 Areas

2)

Discussion of a possible schedule for the next meeting of the Administrative
Staff Council

IF YOU WISH TO NOMINATE ANYONE FOR THESE POSITIONS, PLEASE CONTACT ONE OF THE ABOVE
MEMBERS OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF COUNCIL BEFORE THE DECEMBER 17, 1982 MEETING.
OFFICERS AND REPRESENTATIVES WILL BE ELECTED FROM COUNCIL MEMBERSHIP.
Once the nominations are made, an election ballot will be prepared and mailed to you.
It is hoped that the final election process can be completed to allow a second full
meeting of the Administrative Staff Council during the week beginning Monday,
January 3, 1983.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact the members of the Steering
Committee.

~-7

~~
~

Offoce of the Bursar
Bowling GrE'en, Ohio 43403
Cable: BGSUOH
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Bowling Green Stale University

January 25, 1983

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Administrative Staff Council

FROM:

Joe

RE:

Election of Officers and Area Representatives

Marti~

The results of the recent election of Officers and Area Representatives
to the Administrative Staff Council are as follows:
Officers:
Chair

Cary Brewer

Chair-Elect

Joseph Martini

Secretary

Norma Stickler

Area Representatives:
Academic Affairs

Zola Buford

Business Operations

Susan Caldwell

President's Office

Jan ScottBey

Student Affairs

Greg DeCrane

University Relations

Larry Weiss

Our sincere congratulations are extended to all!
sal
xc:

Administrative Staff Steering Committee Members

I.

MEETINGS OF ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF COUNCIL

April 7, 1983

Assembly Room, McFall

May 5

Town Room, Union

June 2

Assembly Room, McFall

July 7

Mileti Alumni Center Board Room

August 4

Town Room, Union

September 1

Alumni Room, Union

October 6

Mileti Alumni Center Board Room

November 3

Alumni Room, Union

December 1

Ohio Suite, Union

January 5, 1984

Mileti Alumni Center Board Room

February 2

Alumni Room, Union

March 1

Alumni Room, Union

April 5

Alumni Room, Union

I

May 3

'>-
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Bowling Green State University

=D=

Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
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aanuary 25, 1983
MEMORANDUM
TO:

Betty van der Smissen
Chair, Charter Revision Committee

FROM:

Cary Brewer, Chair ~
Administrative Staff Council

r ·. -

,

'--;? •ift{:tf';»ol

Norma Stickler, Secretary/tr
Administrative Staff Council

In response to President Olscamp•s invitation to review the proposal for
changes in the Academic Charter, the Steering Committee of the Administrative
Staff Council has compiled the attached recommendations.
These recommendations focus on two major elements of concern. It was the
Administrative Staff Council s intention first of all to bring uniformity,
consistency, and logic to the Charter•s definition of Administrative Staff.
While on the grounds of collegiality we might argue for one group which would
be referred to as Administrative Staff, we also recognize pragmatically that a
Central Administrative Staff will be defined and will function as such. In
addition we believed that the proposed distinctions between faculty and
administrative staff lacked clarity and continuity. We therefore urge that
"Appendix A'' be revised to include only the President and the Vice Presidents
as the Central Administration and that faculty and administrative staff be
defined as recommended in our revisions to Article II.
1

The second major concern was to insert specific reference to
Administrative Staff in the Charter so that members are recognized as an
integral part of the structure and governance of the University.
Rea 1i zing that you or members of your committee may have questions about
our recommendations, v-1e invite you to meet with representatives of the
Steering Committee, or we would be pleased to send representatives to your
meeting.

xc:

Paul J. Olscamp, President
Ronalrl Stoner, Chair of Faculty Senate
Administrative Staff Steering Committee

Bowling Green State Univer~ity is an Equal Opportuntty/Affirmattve Action Emplovt>r

...---------------------------~~~~~~
~~-~~~~----------------

------

ARTICLE I
E. There must be opportunity within the organizational framework of the
University for participation by faculty, ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF and students
when deemed appropriate and for discussion of problems and policies at all
levels within the University.
F.

Faculty, AOMINISTRATIVE STAFF, and student participation in the process of
screening and evaluating •••

G.

It is recognized that students, faculty members, ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF,
CENTRAL AOMINISTRATION, and trustees have legitimate concerns about all
aspects of the University ••••

ARTICLE II
Section 1 - Membership
The people who create and maintain the University constitute the
University Community. There are SIX broad heterogeneous and yet
identifiable groups within this Community: students, faculty, CENTRAL
ADMINISTRATION, ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF, AND CLASSIFIED STAFF.
Section 3 - The CENTRAL Administration
For the purposes of University governance as specified in this Charter,
the CENTRAL ADMINISTRATION of the University Community shall consist of
THE PRESIDENT AND THE VICE-PRESIDENTS (omit remainder of the sentence).
The holding of faculty rank shall not alter or in any way affect this
definition of the CENTRAL ADMINISTRATION. It is understood that, when
appropriate, these members of the CENTRAL administration shall serve as
the representatives of all those persons, both academic and non-academic,
whose activity is supportive of and a pre-condition to the general
activity of the University.
Section 4 - THE FACULTY (omit "University" precedin "faculty" in all parts of
this section
For the purposes of this Charter, the faculty· shall be composed of ALL PERSONS WHO HOLD FACULTY RANK AND SIGN A FACULTY CONTRACT, IRRESPECTIVE OF
PRESENT DUTIES. THE ONLY EXPECTION SHALL BE THOSE t·1EMBERS OF THE FACULTY
WHO ARE DEFINED BY THIS CHARTER AS CENTRAL ADMINISTRATION.
(Delete sub-sections 1 and 2)

-----------

--------------------------------------------

-------
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Section 5: - ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF (substitute entire paragraph)
FOR THE PURPOSES OF THIS CHARTER, ALL PERSONS SIGNING AN ADMINISTRATIVE
STAFF CONTRACT ARE MEMBERS OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF, IRRESPECTIVE OF
PRESENT DUTIES. THE MEMBERS OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF SHALL HAVE THE
AUTHORITY TO ESTABLISH AN ELECTIVE REPRESENTATIVE BODY KNOWN AS THE
ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF COUNCIL IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF
CHARTER (SEE ARTICLE XV). THE ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF SHALL HAVE THE
OPPORTUNITY TO PARTICIPATE AND ASSIST IN UNIVERSITY GOVERNANCE IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE PROVISIONS SET FORTH IN THE VARIOUS ARTICLES OF THIS
CHARTER.
Section 7: Shared Responsibilities
Certain responsibilities are shared in varying degrees by all SIX of the
basic groups of individuals within the University Community; these include
(a) providing opportunities for participation in governance and policy
issues; ••• (retain the remaininq lettered items of this section)
Section 8: Faculty Meetinos
(This section would seem to be belong within the article on the Faculty
Senate.)

ARTICLE I I I
Section 2- The President's Panel
line 6: ••• and up to TWO other MEMBERS OF THE CENTRAL ADMINISTRATION
OR THE ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF as shall be designated by the President; the
chair, vice chair, and secretary of the Faculty Senate, THE CHAIR AND
CHAIR-ELECT OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF COUNCIL •••
Section 3 - Appeals Concerning Charter Provisions
paoe 3 of Article III, line 5 ••• to the entire faculty AND
ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF by mail.
ARTICLE VI
Section 1 - General Provisions
page 1 of Article VI, line 7: •.• Fresident of the University. THE
COMMITTEE ON COMMITTEES SHALL BE COMPOSED OF MEfv1BERS OF THE FACULTY AND
THE ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF.
page 2 of Article VI, line 4:
personnel • • •

. SEC and administrative STAFF

paqe 4 of Article VI, line 3 • . . of the Faculty Senate, THE SECRETARY
OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF COUNCIL, •

ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF COUNCIL
Special Meeting, February 1, 1983
PRESENT:

Appolonia, Brewer, Buford, Caldwell, Colvin, DeCrane, DeRosa,
Dickinson, Fitzgerald, Glick, Gordon, Hamilton, Hart, Hayward,
Lenhart, Litwin, Lloyd-Sladky, Martini, Roller, Schultz, ScottBey,
Stickler, Treeger, Weiser

Chair Cary Brewer called the meeting to order at 12:00 noon in the Alumni
Room. He explained that this special meeting had been called because
President Olscamp had requested a decision from the ASC concerning whether the
group wished to support the proposal that the University "pick up" the
employees• PERS payments. Dr. Richard Eakin, Executive Vice Provost for
Planning and Budgeting, v1as present to explain the proposal and to answer
questions.
According to the plan, the University would begin paying the 8.5% of the
salary that is presently paid into the retirement system by each employee.
This plan would apply only to contract PERS employees. Dr. Eakin explained
that the 8.5% portion of each person's salary would, for purposes of State and
Federal taxes, not be considered as income; each person's taxable income
would, therefore, be reduced by 8.5% for State and Federal tax purposes. For
calculation of city tax and for internal bookkeeping (e.g., percentage salary
increases) the salary will include the 8.5%. The money set aside in this
manner becomes taxable when the employee retires and begins to collect the
accumulated funds or \'/hen a person leaves PERS sponsored employment and opts
to withdraw the money contributed.
For those employees who have a tax deferred annuity, the maximum allowable
contribution to the annuity will be based on the reduced salary. There may,
therefore, be some disadvantage in this plan for employees who are now
contributing the maximum 20% into an annuity and who are gaining income from
the annuity investments greater than their "income" will be from the PERS pick
up. There were questions about how this procedure would actually affect take
home pay. Dr. Eakin said the take home pay would increase, but the amount is
dependent on each person's tax bracket and on individual circumstances.
If adopted, the procedure will be mandatory for all employees, and it will
be effective with the February 20 checks retroactive to January. Present
plans are that the February check will contain the January adjustment. By
March the checks will reflect the final adjusted new rate.
There was discussion about whether there would be a significant
disadvantage for anyone if the plan were adopted. The general feeling was
that some might be advantaged more than others, depending on income level, tax
bracket, and annuity participation.
Concern was expressed that the issue had arisen so unexpectedly and a
quick decision was being requested. It was explained that although Faculty
Senate had proposed this plan some time ago, it was only in recent months that
the Attorney General's decision has made the procedure possible for faculty
and even more recently that the decision was given that PERS employees could
be included.

.....

"-~

... ......-.-.
~

Chair Brewer asked whether a vote was desired today or whether Council
members \'loulc1 prefer to delay until a future meeting. It was decided to vote
at this meeting. It was then moved by Thomas Glick and seconded by Wayne
Colvin to endorse the proposed University pick up of the 8.5% PERS
contributions. The motion carried with one negative vote.

Norma J. S~ckler, Secretary
NEXT MEETING: Thursday, March 3, 1983 1:00 to 2:30 in the Board Room of the
A1umni Center.

ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF
AGENDA
February 8, 1983, noon-1:30 p.m.
Canal Room, University Union

1.

Meeting date/time
a. Executive
b. ASC

2.

Ferrar~ Award

3.

AGFA-representative ·-~~~

4.

Committees to be named
a. Merit Evaluation

•
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c.
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By L_av.;rs/including voting procedure
Facu-l-ty Senate-Board of Trustees
Involvement v7ith Faculty Senate
Involvement with Classified Staff
~ -Administration-Staff Library Privilegesh. Handbook
W~
~~

~

~

5.

Issues

6.

Communication about
a. Charter
b. "Roller" Memo
c. General information exchange
d. Information about PERS
e. Minutes of past meeting
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ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF
AGENDA
February 22, 1983, 12:00 - 1:30 p.m.
Canal Room, University Union
1.

2.

Approval of Minutes
1 "'"'

Announce AGFA Representati~e--'7.luJ\

3.

Agenda for March 3, 1983, Meeting

4.

General Discussion

5.

Information on Budget

6.

Introduction of Phil Mason

Ro/lt?lf!.

Process from Faculty Senate

ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF COUNCIL AGENDA
Thursday, March 3, 1:00 p.m., Mileti Alumni Center Board Room

1.

Meetings
a. Future dates and other points from the minutes
b. All meetings will start promptly at
and end at ______
c. Format
'
1) approval of minutes
2) regular reporting committees
3) old business
4) new business
5) general discussion
.

6)

d.

end

Plan
1) delegate responsibility
2) employ talents of membership

2.

Brief
a.
b.
c.

Reports
Handbook
Academic Charter revision (see attached)
Ferrari Award

3.

Committees
a. Welfare
b. Merit
c. Bylaws
d. Professional Development

4.

Issues
a. Voting Procedure
b. 80/20 merit issue

5.

General discussion

ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF COUNCIL
March 3, 1983
PRESENT:

Appolonia, Brewer, Buford, Colvin, DeRosa, Fitzgerald, Gordon,
Hamilton, Hart, Kepke, Lenhart, Lloyd-Sladky, Martini, Morgan,
Roller, Schultz, ScottBey, Stickler, Weiser

The meeting was called to order at 1:00 by Chair Cary Brewer. Mr. Brewer
outlined the procedures and format he would like to follow for future
meetings. Meetings will be held the first Thursday of each month and will
begin promptly at 1:00 and end no later than 2:30. The meetings will be
generally informal; however, formal motions and approval of minutes will be a
part of proceedings in order to provide sufficient records of action taken.
It was moved by Joan Gordon and seconded by Charles Schultz that the minute~
of February 1 be approved. Motion carried.
J~di Roller requested that the Council consider endorsing the goals of the
report on the Status of Women and Minorities at BGSU. Mr. Brewer asked that
such a vote be deferred until the Executive Committee has discussed the
report. A proposal will then be brought to the whole Council. The full
report has been published in the January 17 issue of the Monitor.

In concluding his remarks about procedures for meetings, Mr. Brewer said
he expects that much of the work of the Council will be accomplished through
delegation of tasks to subcommittees. Council members with expertise or
interest in certain areas may wish to participate on any of the subcommitees
as they are established. Members are encouraged to bring before the Council
issues which they or their constituent groups wish to have discussed.
Administrative Staff Handbook
Chair Brewer outlined the status of revisions to the Administrative Staff
Handbook. Last spring a committee was appointed to revise the Handbook. This
committee completed its work in June, 1982 and forwarded the revision to
President Olscamp. In January, 1983, Philip Mason asked that representatives
of the original committee and of the Administrative Staff Council meet to make
any further changes deemed appropriate. This committee, composed of Harold
Smith, Norma Stickler, Cary Brewer, Gregg DeCrane, Joseph Martini, and Deborah
Weiser, sent its recommendations back to Mr. Mason. Mr. Mason has since met·
with representatives of that committee and with George Postich of the
President's Administrative Council to discuss certain policies in greater
detail. It is expected that the final draft will now be reviewed by the
President's Administrative Council and will be forwarded to the Trustees this
spring.
It was moved by Richard Lenhart and seconded by Zola Buford that all
future revisions to the Handbook will be reviewed by the Administrative Staff
Council. The motion was approved unanimously.
Academic Charter
Hearings are still in progress on revisions to the Academic Charter.
ASC's recommendations were distributed to all ·council members. Mr. Brewer
will make arrangements to have on reserve in the library documents such as the
full Charter revision proposal which would be of interest to the full
membership but are too bulky to duplicate in quantity.

Committees
Ferrari Award. Nominations are due April 1. Advertisements have been
placed in the BG News and notices have been sent to all members of the
administrative staff.
Establishment of other committees. Cary Brewer asked for volunteers to
serve on four committees: welfare, merit, bylaws and professional
development. Those volunteering are listed below. (Some absent members sent
their names in prior to the meeting.)
Welfare: Patrick Fitzgerald, Joyce Kepke, Richard Lenhart
Merit:
Byla\'IS:

Susan Caldwell, Wayne Colvin, Joan Morgan, Charles Schultz
Joseph Martini, Judi Roller, Larry Weiss

Professional Development:

Joan Gordon, Kathleen Hart, James Litwin

The Committees were asked to organize by the April 7 meeting of ASC. Any
absent Council members who wish to serve on a committee should call one of the
1i sted members.
Voting Procedure on Issues Before the Council
Mr. Brewer asked if the Council wished to establish any guideline
regarding whether a vote may be taken the first time an issue is discussed at
Council. Some members felt that there may be issues requiring more
information or that may require polling of constituents before taking a vote.
Other issues may not require such a delay, particularly when pertinent
materials have been supplied prior to the meeting. A motion to table is
always possible if the members feel the need to delay voting. It was the
consensus of the Council that votes may be taken on first discussion of an
issue and that a motion to table may be made whenever a member feels a vote
should be postponed.
80/20 Across-the-Board/Merit
Faculty Senate appears to be ready to endorse an 80/20 decision basis for
1983-84 salaries, and Chair Brewer asked the Council members if they wished to
endorse 80/20 or a different distribution. Zola Buford expressed concern that
if the administrative staff is evaluated on a different percentage basis this
year, some of the merit monies may not be equitably split between faculty and
staff. Other Council members agreed that the recommendation on changing from
80/20 should be delayed until evaluation procedures for meritorious
perfor;mance have been established.
It was moved by Wayne Colvin and seconded by Patrick Fitzgerald that until
a recognized and established method of evaluation is in place for at least one
year which includes specific guidelines for merit raises, the salary package
should remain 80/20. Mr. Colvin said many areas have no system for
performance evaluation and this process is needed before merit evaluation can
be instituted. Some areas do have a system of performance evaluation, but it
is not always consistent from one year to the next. There was brief
discussion of the difficulty of constructing an evaluation instrument that
would be applicable to all members of the administrative staff. Some general

factors might be common to most staff members such as preformance of regular
duties, quality of supervision, professional de-velopment activities, and
user/client evaluation. There was further discussion of the motion and opinion
expressed that the Council should only vote on the 80/20 issue. Charles
Schultz then moved to amend the motion to delete the reference to one year.
There was no second. A vote was taken on the main motion. The motion was
defeated. It was moved by Wayne Colvin and seconded by Joan Gordon that the
Administrative Staff Council support 80/20 across-the-board/merit for
determination of the salaries of fiscal year July 1, 1983 through June 30,
1984. Motion carried.
Meeting adjourned.

Norma J. St~ler
Secretary of Administrative Staff
Co unci 1
NEXT MEETING: Thursday, April 7, 1983, Assembly Room, McFall Center
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ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF COUNCIL
AGENDA
1:00

April 7" 1983
Room-McFall Center

p.m.-As~embly

1.

Academic Charter Update -~I~ .1l.;tr

2.

Budget . ~300

3.

Monitor - Women and Minorities all have received a
copy of the Monitor article

4.

Update from Committees (five minutes each)
Please plan to set close to the front of the
assembly room because of the poor acoustics.

'+I

ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF COUNCIL
April 7, 1983
PRESENT: Bob Arrowsmith, Cary Brewer, Zola Buford, Susan Caldwell, Wayne
Colvin, James Corbitt, Gregg DeCrane, Karen DeRosa, Derek Dickinson,
Thomas Glick, Joan Gordon, Kathleen Hart, Robert Hayward, Joyce
Kepke, Richard Lenhart, James Litwin, Janice Lloyd~Sladky, Joseph
Mart~ni, Joan Morgan, Judi Roller, Marian Ronan, Charles Schultz,
Norma Stickler, James Treeger, Deborah Weiser, Larry Weiss
The meeting was called to order at 1:00 by Chair Cary Brewer. He briefly
summarized the meeting of the Executive Committee with Betty van der Smissen,
chair of the Academic Charter revision committee. The meeting is also
summarized in the minutes of the Executive Committee. The charter of the
Administrative Staff Council will be a part of the documents contained in the
revised Academic Charter packet.
A budget request for· the Administrative Staff Council will be processed
through the new budgeting procedure. The request will be for approximately
the same as this year's allocation.
Report on the Status of Women and Minorities
Chair Brewer drew attention to the report from the Ad Hoc Commmittee on
the Status of Women and Minorities, as reprinted in the January 17 issue of
the Monitor and asked if Council wished to make a formal response to the
Report~
It was moved by Norma Stickler and seconded by Richard Lenhart that
Administrative Staff Counci,l, by its bylaws, procedures, and actions, strongly
support equality of opportunity for all members of the University community.
The intent of the motion was to broaden the Council's commitment beyond the
boundary of the Report. During discussion the opinion was expressed that more
specific statements will be necessary if progress is to be expected toward the
goals of the Report. With the understanding that specific steps should be
proposed via a new motion, a vote was taken on the original motion and the
motion was defeated. After further discussion of whether the Council should
give sup port to the Report as pres en ted or make separate recommendations, it
was suggested that a subcommittee of the Council could draft a statement of
recommendations for consideration by the Administrative Staff Council at the
next meeting. It was moved by Bob Arrowsmith and seconded by Joan Gordon that
Administrative Staff Council express its endorsement of the report of the Ad
Hoc Committee on the Status of Womer. and Minorities and that ASC establish a
subcommittee charged with responsibility for formulating recommendations
directed toward the improvement of the status of women and minorities on this
'campus. The motion was approved. The subcommittee will be chaired by Judi
Roller; other members are Zola Buford, Susan Caldwell, Richard Lenhart, and
James Corbitt. ,James Litwin reported that the Ad Hoc Committee, of which he
is a member, has sent a list of 20 specific action steps to President Olscamp.
Committee Reports:
Merit. Joan Morgan said the Committee has organized and is in the
process of collecting sample,evaluative instruments.

Professional Development. James Litwin reported that the Committee will
be considering several possibilities for developmental activities, and he
asked each Council member to submit the one priority each would propose
for professional development.
Bylaws. Judi Roller indicated the Committee is collecting information
and has begun discussion of committee structures and ~~endment procedures.
Ferrari Award. Gregg DeCrane said thirteen members of the administrative
staff have been nominated for the Ferrari award. A selecton will be made
by May 1.
A question was raised by Wayne Colvin about whether the Council might
wish to meet twice a month instead of once. This question will be given
further consideration by the Executive Committee and the Council.

~~·
NormaJ:St~of

Administrative Staff Council

i.
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April 29, 1983
MEMORANDUM
TO:

Administrative Staff Council

FROM:

ASC Subcommittee on the Status of Women & Minorities,
Zola Buford
Susan Caldwell
Jim Corbitt
Dick Lenhart
Judi Rolle~J\v

RE:

Recommendations

•

After meeting and considering the January report on the status of women
and minorities, we developed the following recommendations which we would like ASC
to consider over the next month for possible discussion at our June meeting •

;;-··

. A primary objective should be to distribute responsibility among other ASC
.committees so that issues concerning women and minorities do not become solely the
..province of our subcO+niDittee. We suggest that to assist in reaching this goal,
we be regarded. as an ad hoc standing committee. Specific recommendations for
the Professional Development Committee and the Merit Committee are the following:

~·

Professional Development: 1) institute a series of on-going career
development seminars for wdffien and minorities in entry and mid-level management
positions 2) contact minority and female graduates through the Alumni and
Development office to invite them to return to campus to speak 3) conduct
seminars on the issues of raci_al and sexual harrassment
Merit: 1) Add questions concerning the status of women and minorities to
office self-studies (e.g. Are employees tre.ated equitably? Do the employees in
turn treat minority and female clientele equitably? Does the office actively
recruit women and minorities?) 2) Consider rewarding offices demonstrating
positive behavior by increasing their operating budgets 3} Consider rewarding
individuals who attend human rights seminars 4) Add questions regarding positive,
anti-racist and anti-sexist behaviors to administrative staff evaluation forms
on an experimental basis for a year.
Other suggestions are that: 1) an orientation program be developed for
classified employees through Personnel Support Services to help identify situations
typical of sexual and racial harrassment. Consideration should be given by
appropriate groups to organizing a similar program for new faculty and administrative
staff 2) an index or survey should be develo~ed, perhaps by Institutional Studies,
to mark progress over time toward a better climate for women and minorities.
If you have questions, please feel free to contact any of us.
( . ...
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~f th~ st~tus ot~~~~~~~~~~,;:~n~~;li~--~n-~. ;~~~9.: P1~~~m~~·· ~fflce
~~~~;ha~~ a female trier:d ;,:;·~~s
by a steenng comll)lttee_appolnt8d last January '!,,-.10. Residence Ltfe
·
,._ l:-·.:·,._"" . taking a class on campus and
Ferrari.
-~ ;;:.. ,.r.-.~ ;:.-.--·,7·~~:' -~::;- !~-1. ~tandards and Procedures
·.:c.:-as it turned out it was largely
C.:tmlinittee on the Status of W'c!liien and Minorities, chaired by
12._.Student Development J:>~ogram
_:~women in the class -there
F.

•

.,,,.,,".~ "'"";;"'" affirmative action, and including Or. Rolando Andr(lde, ~:~·,_·
3. Third World Graduate S~udents.- ·_.:~was one man in the class. And
Dr._James Litwin, lnstltutionat:~~udles; Dr. Denise Trauth, radiO-·
.4·. Undergraduate Stud~
· e professor said that he would
. Wtnlfred Stone, graduate coll!!ge, has issued a report and, :
~-Government
be· happy for any women in the
rM:nn1mRnoi~tln••~ based upon Its findings. Ttle.!!_ntlre text of tl]at report lsc~
5.. Women for Women
class to come up and sit on his.
below. -:·-.'fib~~-: •,•; i.
~.:rc ··<~ 1.. ~·;,,·/r:!:
, e recorded interviews we
lap and they could discuss this
'"'-';
a memorandum to President Olscamp, members of ihe committee noted· conducted from March 1, 1982,
. topic more intim'ately. Directly!
.. ~
"the
provides a philosophical and conceptual framework intended - through September 3, 1982. The';,,.~.' ;:_.In class!
- :~·".;.
.. ' ..
to actions,
further study of the /,.,~following questions were con~trt!C~ed: ~,1;:-~; .,..:. J- ~:~,_;::;;.=student
women and minorities.
.. .--r ··, ;....:.::.~ •.
:--.. t~~..t-~.and presented to staff and :.::1;~~J:C~·!.:..-.;..:!l.:.:o;.t.:Q: ,t,,·-· 4'" ~ :~--...·~·~-F._· ··-?:!""-r;."'!U· - _ -:.L~-1""
Co•mrnlttee members believe this report
point for an ::i_;,'-ff<Organlzational representatives: · "· · "--·:- i ;._,'11f you recruit a Black student to·
.;;.-~''
to
·
the status
minorities on
.~,;:;;;. 1. What is your assessment of the ·- ~';'_;Bowling Green- This is a '-'-;,-:c;:r••:;£
~.~· ~-,:~~~-?.
,_~u~rent. sta~us of women .~d/or_ . ~:;,:~~!different environment here. ·_,;;.,_.._-~;-~~:i
memorandum to the.--.:~.
~~_minoritieS 10 your are~? ~ht•'(•~ · ..,...,~~:'"~Where can the Black students ...~.. -z-~~
· .·..,-:-· ., 't.. :what concerns and/or problems· ··-;-:{socialize in the cily of Bowling ·
,, " .
.r----:----;_....;._;,;_;,;____.....::.;:::;.:.::;;_..,...____...;,.....;.__, , >' ·.~ are you aware of concerning
->-:'1';Green? They have to go to
,•
, · women an~/or minont•es?,, ,;,;,,-/~·.;:!!<:.'Toledo or they use the Amani :
3. .What specoflc advances by • --~- "~ ·"··.Room. If they do go downtown
-~· women and/or mmorot1es have
·· ·- _; k: they get hassled. We know it J•·, 'you observed? Have t~ey _been_
. ·}><':£·the complaints are coming from
·:t~:contlnuous?
!~;~~. .~:1"~.-:::_ ·~. ~1~~downtown if they go downtown.
-.-:-:..
4. What has been the pattern of · .. ·•;.»-_The students are having a . ~ ·
·:;._;7,partli::lp~tion of women and/or·_._ . ~"-~!'difficult time; we have to ha11e "
~.:..:i:~mlnorities your an~a? ·~·.; ..~ ,.;c>_>"'-~.t~Some kind of socialization thing
,5. V,Ohat specoflc programs for · ~-<" .~.x·liere. So when the students
·
-~--~'women and/or minorities would
~~come here sometimes we get ;__
·.':_>·j_you recommend? Explain.
. .. _J. panicked. A lot of the minority
6 .. Do you have any suggestions or
students won't pick Bowling
...~proposals for tM study of the
... _Green for that fact of their
:.status of women and/or
-~-.'socialization- they just don't
· minorities?
. ·• feel acceptable. So then we
In addition to the intervie~s, the
· .;: ypanic- we go out and grab
__ ~-Committee pursued quantotatove
, ; . whatever we can grab without
ev1dence from other areas. Thus,
· _._,_.._ really screening for the best
whenever possible, the data extends
· student that we can get. And
beyond the attitudinal and the
that's all I'm trying to say. I'm
ln~lvldual e~perience to relevant
just trying to be very honest
objective evidence.
about it. I can 'I hardly believe
that some of the students that
I've dealt with are here at a
Data From Interviews
The Committee found, through
college or higher education
these various meetings, that sexist
• ·- institution. I really can't believe
Bowling Green State University can
:employment practices in the
it.
.
and racist behaviors are frequently
· recruitment, hiring and
achieve excellence as an academic
-administrator
apparent
at
Bowling
Green
State
:"compensation of women, Blacks,
community only if the status of
University. In the whole series of
Hispanics and others covered by
women and minorities is Improved.
meetings, there was only one in
During the Take Back the Night
;. applicable equal
Based on a series of hearings with
which
the individuals being
,
march, there was a sign that
diverse offices and individuals, it is
opportunity/affirmative action
interviewed did not believe that there
said SCORE and Women For
the judgment of the Steering
I• regulations, as well as their
1
were major problems of sexism and
Women got a letter from the
working environment,
Committee on the Status of Women
·
racism at BGSU. While they_ ascribed
men in that dorm, to assure us
and Minorities that the prevailing
)·.~~the University's success In
a variety of reasons for the problems'
that that was not a sign that
attracting minority students and
climate Is the result of longstanding ":
existence and a variety of solutions
meant "score" in terms of
patterns of discrimination and
.YJ· women into academic fields of
for the problems, few of the
raping a woman. It meant that
prejudice, some of which are overt
~,.
preparation that might have been
Individuals interviewed felt thai the
they rate women as they walk
>":_i different from the historical
and open. but many of which are
problems were insoluble. Recurrent
by on a scale from one to ten.
more subtle and less visible. While
...;
patterns of participation of many
themes were echoed. Intensity and
That's what SCORE is . . ,
many responsible and positive efforts
of these students,
convictions of the representatives
comforting! -student
•the quality and efficiency of
have been made over the last decade
indicated
that
problems
were
at the University, those efforts have
_._;t various academic support
widespread.
I vividly remember my first
not resolved the problem. Therefore,
services, especially for women
Among minority students, there
quarter here. Alter having been
and minority students,
the following actions are unanimously H
was a marked reluctance to appear
asked by a foreign student lor a
recommended by the Committee on .:ii • and other aspects of the general
few more minutes on an exam
before
the
committee.
The
reasons
lie
the Status of Women and Minorities: ::;· educational, cultural and
In two companion concerns:
so that she could translate the
Interpersonal climate for women,
hopelessness and the futility of
English to her native language
1) The Pres1dent and all other
·~· .
Blacks, Hispanics and other
challenging the status quo. Virtually,
and put it back in English, a
~·".'/
minorities on campus.
person in positions of
every minority began with an
professor took the occasion to
leadership take strong pubhc
'·Procedure
expression of anticipated frustration
give a dissertation on the effect
stands that the quality of hie for __.;;, Suzanne Crawford, acting director
and futility. Several minority students
of foreigners and Third World
all members of the academoc
,ct:of the Office of Equal Opportunity
suggested that others could not be
students - people who came to
community os an ~ssentlal
;·¢Compliance, coordinated the
persuaded to attend because il was
the University with special
_
concer~_of the Unt~ersoty and
.,7preliminary study in consultation with hard to take seriously the notion that
circumstances - to say that if
tMt se •st and racost behav•ors ,·Ji.Aolando Andrade, associate
the University was committed to.
he were to do that, it would
Will not be tolerated.
~professor, Ethnic Studies; Susan
change, rather than using the inquiry
bring education to a grinding
.
.
· t:Arpad, director, Women's Studies;
-~-~--;.H
as a substitute for action. Even
halt.
-student
2) Quest•ons addressing the status .f.Sally Kilmer, Equal Opportunities
among those who overcame their
Question: Do you
of women and mlnorotles be
. '··~Co
· ·
h ·
w· 'I d 0 . doubts,
included· all Universit
~,. . mmiSSIOn,_c a1rperson; m1 re
the committee sensed anxiety
feel that women, men and
e al atio'"
Y
,:;, ;)Slone, assocoate dean and director of about the consequence of speaking
minorities are equally well
v u
ns.
,.'>;(~Gra~uate Admissions: Denise Trauth, out, although all participants were
prepared . .. ?
.
. · · ·-:;chatr of Radio-TV-Film; and James
assured
of
anonymity.
Still
others
Answer: It comes down to the
3) Bowling Green State UnoversiiY
··, Lilwin director of Institutional
were motivated to speak out. Typical
basic individual. 1 think women
~Studi~s. During the spring and
must take an ~clive rol~ in
was the respondent who declared:
are more timid, reticent in their
breakmg the Sll?nce WhiCh .
•iit,summer of 1982, the steering
We really had a lot of problems
answering the questions. less
perpetuates ~aclsm and sex•sm. ·_-,~~ommittee developed a procedure and
as to whether we would even
sure o_f themselves, if 1 were to
be
de
eloped
·:';~established
a
structural_
framework
)
Incentive
appear
be/ore
the
committee,
draw
any parallels, working both
10
4
''!for conductmg the lnquory. The
s.
v
even after we got the ;
with men and women.
change att1tude.s among faculty ·:·~general operating approach followed
announcement, because there's a
regardless of race. It's difficult
and staf_f. Positive_ and
...~~a three step design: first, a series of
rather general feeling..,.. some
for them to define their goals.
responsible behavoor must be ,:Ji;Aorganizational meetings to focus the
might even say a consensus
It's difficult tor them to decide
defined and tied to ~ent_
~;~Inquiry; second, a series of Interviews
within the organization·- that
between a career or a personal
systems at each Unoversoty lave':. •..:with the University administrative
this ;s just another committee.
life. Sometimes they're not .
.
.
.•j;;/slaff and organizations that have onThe reports get made, ·
serious about their career, __ .
5> An established unot of the
'";!:'going responsibilities for women and
They're rather hesitant in
recommendations get made, and
Unoverslty shall have broad and :<:minorities; third, the acquisition of
.we never hear anything_ from
decision-making and they're very
substantial responsob•ht1es for .~._,·supplemental data relevant to the
them.
· ·· -~
unrealistic about the
defmmg and monttonng the
;.,_::preceding concerns. The following
_,.;',',.-student
competition in the various
· •·;·-ad · ·
·
· ·
achoevement of a humane
G e St te -'- monostrat1ve s1all and organ1zat1ons
l'mate 1 B I'
Consequently, the attii:Je of futility
majors as it applies to the real
~ 1.
it or ow mg r en a • ~-accepted our invitation to appear
and despair was the first and most
novers Y·c · before the committee:
51 ~Qfld.
general impression which the
.
:1.~ 1. Campus Safety and Security
committee elicited. we have chosen
Answer: Bulin reverse. they are
Introduction
·, :.-n~ 2. Dean of Students
to
allow
some
other
of
the
better
qualified gradewise.
In January, 1982, Interim President · ~ 3. Graduate Student Senate
participants of these Interviews to tell
-administrator
~~~ 4. Housing Office
Michael Ferrari requested an
appraisal of the status of women and ·2 5. latin Student Union Adviser
their own stories to illustrate both the
F~iit if,y standpoint the
- ~·diversity
and
the
consistency
of
the
minorities on the Bowling Green State · 6. Office of Educational
evidence we found.
"'
. , .. ;
situation hasn 'I changed. Most
University campus.
·..~~;;;
Development
(Anecdotes are drawn lrom the :_ .. ,
of the time it takes a little_
·,':';.;c,; 7. Panhellenlc and Interfraternity
The appraisal was to Include,
Interviews
and
have
be8fl
edited
..
mat':" to get the fue lit. Rtght
80
-:~
Council
specifically:
.
1
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now; say, the logs, the
''*~,~
newspapers, everything is In<···' ·
place - ell it takes is a match
to light the bonfire. For the mo
part, It's an annual joke. lthlllk
• that's the way the Univers;iy? _
views it _ that every spring .,
we're going to have some type
demonstration so let's .:....
01
. prepare for it. If we can ride It
. .lrout 'till the end of spring ·-~
quarter, it'll be over with,
tstudents will go home, and we'll
• deal with a whole new setup tor
summer. __
..
.·. Most of the supervisors that I
. ··did talk to were older men .
and the majority of them feel:.~·
women's place Is in the home.-/·
mean it, this Is what they told
me. They feel women should be''
staying home; they should not ...
be out taking a job away from a
man. And they feel a man
.·
should be paid enough money
so that his wife should not ha
to go out and work.. _,.,

·

,

s ~r whatever: !ts

·

•

~,- .these goals. Students. are not

.. " •' · encouraged to speak out. ·
ts the way Its_, -~~:t.· ~~.....><~ -- 1 think it has always ~n~._
t.
. ·:'~·· .:.staii"'' ;,-.;,._,:_me one of the most negat
it students In areas .Jii·C~\~·~•·features that I've seen de

h •
' •· -in this inst"l t"
· th
· ~'
I a quota - 11 I at s ·-:~::-_.·.
_,-that
.
'
' u •on m e ye~ra:l:t
re going to do·- we. .;,;."
I ve been there and thlit"lii.
ficulllime because
·
_ ')he 9-to·S altitude that
people that may be ..,.;...::;-;:faculty takes about their.
ve a difficult
.. .:'f,"'!{.{:c• They don't go into the o' ·. •
can't expect them to -· :;:r;_,;;residence halls- attempts-to
liege program when
· · "''';:T:'get them into the residence·'"'
ery difficult time in
· .•;::':·hells typically tail . . . . ,,.·~- ,.
Generally the faculty d
·t
1
e turn
•
o-no £ : ·
·.lrz">se o
in program.
their courses
here :·:~':7.
, .:; ~'·.seem to. welcome
that perso~at·tli~'"•re very frustrated_
'·~.;<,{,:,·Interaction. Hell, they won't·
nd:rh · it turns into a real
j;[, even advise them ... : The-·"'"',
iObtti here at the camp_us.·
. . crucial issue for "!e is
_·
Jhe stU ent becomes very . .
when your education appears·· ·
fnittia" ed. 1 mentioned the
-:!t"·'·be even moderately
language barrier. A student from
'·_:;:personalized, It's my own· vitiwc,
he"street. we bring them here
. :·that you develop much more of ·
gjhe University and we expect
, ..
sense of community, and the'!:
em niit to use a tour-letter
._.. ,.,:·.-·more you develop a sense of-~
iirdJif!Jheir terminology when .
·; commumty, the less nke/y
hat's'flieir enVIronment, it
· ~<, • "'. are to, m a sense, get mvolved "2that way, that's the
.: · .• In_ vandalism, get involved in
· ay,they grew up. We've got to
.
d1srupt1ve activities, disordertyl
ive them time . ... 11 took
•c/~ ···.:;·conduct, and that sort ot stufi."':J
is ftir them to grow up in
~~·.:..~:, \; . . . .. _-administratl-
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the~_:i
job.~·
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Commission, the Ethnic Studies
Department, the Women's studies
. -Program, Women for Women, Third
World Graduate Association, Black
Student Union, latin Student Union,
Astan Roots, World Student
Association. These are programs and
offices that are visible signs to the • ·- •
rest of the University and to
·. .
interested groups that the University
has responded. We believe these are
generally effective offices, but their
. -~
very existence is the double-edged
sword that is found in almost all
institutions that designate certa·•n
offices to address these concerns.
The ghettoization of these concerns
••
creates the impression that other

~

~-'-'-:

offices can go about their own
·, ;:_'!business. .., ·-..... ~~"'~;1-~':..*" ~::~~·The strides that- have made also·
disguise many of the problems. The
problems have become hidden, less
obvious and some have been dealt
with, but the great remainder are
basic. The second generation of
reforms and changes must be made.
They must be just as dramatic and
visible as the first, perhaps even more
so because they must be sweeping in
nature and institutional in scope.
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ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF COUNCIL
AGENDA
MAY 5, 1983 - 1:00 p.m.
TOWN ROOM - UNIVERSITY UNION
1.

President Paul J. Olscamp

2.

Charter Update .

3.

Administrative Staff Status on University Committees

4.

Committee Reports

5.

Summer Meetings of ASC

6.

New Business
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ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF COUNCIL
May 5, 1983
PRESENT: Terry Appolonia, Cary Brewer, Zola Buford, Susan Caldwell, Wayne
Colvin, James Corbitt, Gregg DeCrane, Patrick Fitzgerald, Joan
Gordon, Linda Hamilton, Kathleen Hart, Joyce Kepke, James Litwin,
Janice Lloyd-Sladky, Joseph Martini, Joan Morgan, Judi Roller,
Charles Schultz, Jan ScottBey, Norma Stickler, James Treeger, Deborah
Weiser
ABSENT: Bob Arrowsmith, Charles Codding, Karen DeRosa, Derek Dickinson,
Thomas Glick, Robert Hayward, Richard Lenhart, Marian Ronan, Larry
Weiss
The Administrative Staff Council meeting was called to order at 1:00 by
Chair Cary Brewer.
Announcements
Mr. Brewer informed the Council that Faculty Senate did not approve
inclusion of consulting representatives of the administrative staff on Faculty
Senate committees. Membership on University committees will remain as in the
past. It was suggested that members of the Administrative Staff could be
asked to indicate areas of interest so that selections to ad hoc committees
can be accomplished readily.
Mr. Brewer said it will be important for the Council to meet during the
summer on the regular once-a-month schedule. Extra meetings will .be called if
needed.
Report on Subcommittee on Status of Women and Minorities
The subcommittee distributed a list of recommendations for the Council's
consideration. The recommendations were focused on ways in which the issues
for improvement of the status of women and minorities could be included within
the deliberations of other committees such as merit and professional
development. Some revisions were suggested by members, e.g., that references
to operating budgts and to departmental reviews did not really apply to
individual merit.
Merit Committee
Wayne Colvin said the committee is still collecting and reviewing data.
A questionnaire is planned to solicit opinions for general guidelines. Areas
of concern include current salary inequities, status of the classification
study, salary inequities compared to faculty with similar backgr~unds, and
consistent application of any common merit guidelines by the various
supervisors. As a larger percentage of salary increment is devoted to merit,
it may be difficult to define meritorious service for some members of the
administrative staff.
Ferrari Award
Gregg DeCrane announced that the recipient has been selected and the
award will be announced in August.
Professional Development
Reporting for the Professional Development Committee, James Litwin said
he has talked to Bernie Rabin in the Faculty Development Center about the
possibility of activities that would benefit administrative staff as well as

faculty. Or. Rabin was enthusiastic about such arrangements; however, he will
be resigning as director of the Center at the end of this academic year. Or.
Litwin reported on the survey conducted at the last Council meeting. The
survey revealed that members were interested in opportunities for leaves,
seminars, \'larks hops, exchange programs, and support for travel to profession a1
meetings. Plans are being developed for seminars next year. A source of
funding for leaves will also need to be investigated.
By-Laws Committee
A rough draft of proposals will be ready in June
New Business/Oiscusisons
Janice Lloyd reported that a day care center is being discussed by some
University groups. If there are administrative staff members interested in
establishment of such a facility, they should contact Sharon Stuart at the .
Health Center. Or. Lloyd also said the Classified Staff Advisory Committee is
organizing "wellness" progr·amiiiir,g and the Committee has invited participation
by the Administrative Staff Council. The programming will include video tapes
on such topics as stress management. The consensus of the Council was that
Or. Lloyd should convey to the Classified Staff Advisory Committee interest
and support for the wellness programming.
President Olscamp
Or. Olscamp had asked to be on the agenda to discuss certain topics and
to answer questions. He said he has now approved the Administrative Staff
Handbook, and it is ready for final printing. The proposed changes in
benefits were not approved because it had been the President's intention that
only editorial changes were to be made.
The first question asked of the President related to the status of the
Classification Study. Or. Olscamp said he now has three people reviewing it.
Points of eventual evaluation will include how administrative staff salaries
and benefits will tie to those of faculty.
Other comments and responses to questions-- No budget has been approved for next year; therefore, no projection can
be made on probable salary increases.
-Or. Olscamp is nm'l reading all the evaluative comments submitted to him
on the vice presidential candidates.
-A new vice presidential position has been created--Vice President for
Planning and Budgeting, to be filled by Richard Eakin. Financial offices
(bursar, treasurer, business office) will now report to this new V.P.
-President Olscamp is concerned with relationship of four
offices--Admissions, Registrar, Financial Aids, and Educational
Oevelopnent.
-Professional development activities for administrative staff should be
viewed as essential in some cases, not as a luxury. He does not support
a leave program for administrative staff based on a model like the
faculty leave program. Leaves for staff should be approved only if job
performance will be improved and if need has been demonstrated. Costs
need to be analyzed.

-The President will be ...,making an annual report to be published in July in
which this year• s accomplishments and ne.xt"year• s goals ~ill be 1is ted.
Next year's goals will include revisions to the faculty leave program,
developments in minority affairs, a fund raising campaign, and an
increase in public contacts via a newspaper column and television
appearances.
-Academic advising needs examination. Faculty Senate-will be _asked to
evaluate the advising system and to investigate methods of evaluating
teaching. Academic advising for athletes is also a concern.
-Very few complaints have been received about the semester calendar.
-The most pressing problem for the future is financial stability. Plans
are needed based on enrollment decline, and new sources of funding need
to be deve 1oped.
-President Olscamp expects Administrative Staff Council
several major campus issues, including recommendations
Admissions, Registrar, Financial Aids, and Educational
Other issues will involve computerization of financial
plans for computer education for all students.

to be involved in
on the offices of
Development.
aid records and

:. Vice President for Student Affairs. Dr. Olscamp said he wished to
clarify several points about the search process. He reported that:
There were 188 applicants, none of whom had been nominated by anyone
in the President's Office nor in any Vice President's Office.
The reduction from 188 to 17 was d_one without any advice from the
President or Mr. Mason.
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The reduction from 17 to 5 was done by secret ballot. The decision
to use secret ballots was made by the committee chair. Mr. Mason was
not present when the balloting took place.
The BG News over-emphasized Mr. Mason's attempts to assure that
affirmative action principles were follm..,red.
No letters have been sent to the President to complain about the
search process~ Only one letter has been sent to a Trustee.
All but one of the writers to the BG News were graduate students in
the Co 11 ege Student Pers anne 1 Program-.-

Norma J. Sti~K~r, Secretary of
the Administrative Staff Council

Bowling Green State University

Administrative Staff Council
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403

May 24, 1983

MEMORANDUM

TO:
FROM:

Members of Administrative Staff Council /~
"---- ;(
_/
Norma J. Stickler, SecretarY.?a..-t---~Z._.;_~
/
~

Because several Council members who were to present agenda
items will be absent on June 2, it has been decided by the Executive
Committee to cancel the June 2 meeting of Administrative Staff Council.
One important pending item concerns goals and objectives for 1983-84
for the Council. A summary list as developed by the Executive Committee is enclosed. Please send any additional suggestions you have to
me or to Cary Brewer prior to our regular July meeting.
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Dean of Students
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
Cable: BGSUOH

Bowling Green State University
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May 31, 1983

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Cary Brewer, President, Administrative Staff Council; Registrar

\~~..~-

FROM:
RE:

Bob Arrowsmith, Associate Dean of Students
Administrative Staff Council Goals, 1983-84

The following are suggested as possible goals/objectives for 1983-84.

1.

Workshop on collective bargaining legislation after it becomes law in
Ohio.

2.

Conduct a study amongappropriate colleges and universities to identify
those with organizations similar to the administrative staff council.
Develop a liaison/correspondence with those groups identified.

3.

Develop a formal, organized relationship with the vice presidents in
charge of the administrative areas. This could perhaps be joint,
scheduled meetings of the executive committee and the vice presidents.

Additionally, I noted that Sue Caldwell has been appointed director of
administrative staff personnel services. I believe it would be beneficial if
Sue would make a presentation to Council concerning her responsibilities and
to allow the administrative staff the opportunity to provide feedback to
Sue on areas in which she could assist the staff.
rb
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GOALS AND OBJECTIVES 1983-84
ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF COUNCIL
1.

Increase visibility and improved public relations

2.

Design/support instrument or questions for performance
and merit review

3.

Determine status of the classification study

4.

Prepare
a.
b.
c.

5.

Complete by-laws for Administrative Staff Council Charter

6.

Sponsor at least one professional workshop

~

for handbook rev~s~on regarding
professional or developmental leaves
supplemen~al retirement progr~m
grants program
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BoYling Green State University
Administrative Staff Personnel Services
Functions and Services

Mission:

I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.
VIII.

To provide assistance and guidance to administrative
staff members in all personnel-related matters.

Coordination of Search/Screening Activities
Employment
Staff Counselling and Advising
Records Maintenance
Benefits Administration
Staff Communications
Training and Professional Development
Other Personnel Functions

